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DESCRIPTIONS OF Tl::-!E CRYST'A,L 
H\'EONMI LEE 
l. INTRODUCTION 
Kashivvara in [6] Example 2.2.7 and 
form And vve observe eorn3s!;o:aaen.ce 
The paper is ta.l)leau expres-, 
sicm-of B(oo). ·~·-··~·J•--•.ww monornials 
and the to 
"""'""-"·"·'• 'Ne deal vvith 
we 
2. NOTATIONS 
VVe fix basic notations. Please refer to the refe:l'ences cited in the introduction 
or books on quantum groups 4] for the ba,sic on. quantum grou.ps and 
crystaJ bases. 
: index set for 
: Ce,rtan matrix of type 
simple root, fundamental 
with a12 = -3 and a;n -1 
: the set of 
: weight where [J =-~ Q @z pv 
the set of dominant 
r (. T') Ji 1, E-
e Kashiwara ,...,.,,.,, .. " r'"'" 
"' irreducible highest weight crystal of highest weighi; ,\ 
c : crystal base of u;; 
this paper, a Uq(G2 )-crystal will refer to a (abstract) crystal associated 
with the Cartan datum (A; nv, P, The base B( oo) of u;; is a 
Uq( Gz)-crystaL 
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FIGURE 1. (middle), and 
tableaux 
3. YOt:NG TABLEAU DESCRIPTION 
for the crystal 
we shaH take the tableau description of highest 
in 
is a rather well knovm 
as the definition of semi~standard tableamL Sinc~1 the work 
we refer readers to the papers and shall not 
definition here. The to be used inside the boxes 
constituting the J, and it will be equipped with 
an -<, as given in [5]. 
J = -< 2 =< 3 -< 0 ~ce;: 3 =< 2 =< 1}. 
Definltlon !LL 
l\ semi··standard tableau T of E , an element of an 
irreducible highest crystal for the if it consists 
of 2 non-ernpty rows, and if the number of 1-boxes in the first row is 
greater than the number of 1:1Jl boxes in the second row c:md the second row 
contains at least one 2·box. 
A tableau T is if the nurnber of 1-boxeg in the first 
row of T is greater than the number of all boxes in the second row 
one and the second row ofT contain one 2-box. 
In 1, we of sern.i-standard tableamc The one on the left 
is large, the one on the middle is marginally large, and the one em the is not 
Definitlon 3.,:-.t We denote the set of aU marginally tableaux. The 
large tableau whose i-th row consists only of i-boxes (·i E I) is denoted 
consists of an tableaux of the form.. The unshaded The set 
must vrhereas the shaded part is optional with variable size. 
T= 
We recall the action of Kashiwara ei (i E 1) on 
tableaux T E 
We first read the boxes in the tableau T through the and 
write down the boxes in tensor That is, we read "u'v''""'" each 
column from to bottom starting from the rightmost 
to the and lay down the read boxes from left to 
form. 
(2) Under each tensor component x of write down ci(x)-many ls follo·wed 
(Pi(a::)-many Os, Then, from the long sequence of mixed Os and succes-
sively cancel out every occurrence of pair until we arrive at a sequence 
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of ls followed by 
ofT. 
from left to This is called the i~signature 
Denote 
uvu•,uH.l<. to the leftmost 0 in the "~"''"''""·" 
by replacing the box ~c corre~ 
of T with the box 
t\l If T' is a large tableau, it is We define 
to be ':['~ 1 • 
to be the large tableau obtained 
one colunm of i rovvs to the left of the box / 1 
acted upon. The added column should have a k~box at the k-th row 
for 1 ~ f"::; 
Denote by T 1 , the table~m obtained from T, 
sponding to the 1 in the ·i~signature ofT with the box 
a If T 1 is a marginally thPn we define to be 
"> If T 1 is large but not then \V€ define eiT to be the 
large tableau obtained by the column the 
box, It will be of ·i rows and have a k-hm: at the k~th row for 1 
ofT, vve define =il 
Remar·k 3.3. The condition on the tableau T ensures that its ·t~ 
contains O's. 
Let T be a tableau in with the second row 
2 and t.he first row consisting of (1 -< j 




of b~-many 3 s, one 
+ ls. We 
with Kash·iu:a·ra 
lf'H!.IY!'WI.U: to 
4 . .EXTENDED NAKAJE\'IA MONOMIAL DESCRIPTION 
It was structure to H~ Certain set of 
monoJ.niais. structure was Kashiwara 
and an extension 'Nas introduced in The later tv.ro constructions were defined 
for symmetrizable algebras, but we shall restrict ourselves to the 
ease in this paper., 
Let be a certain set of formal monomials in the variables and 
(i E I, mE 
The product of monomials 
for E Z x Z. 
variable exponents. 
y} E Z X Z 
vanish except at finitely many 
and are set to 




' Z x Z of 
45 
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A; = _I_ l)(Q,±J.) I~l· 17 .. {cm _L ! . ·'J\"" I 
,a;)) 
#i 
The crystal structure on A·tt: is defined as Fbr each monomial M 















I -17} mE""' . 
= ~- )"" y} vlhere k..d •. ,. 
l~>rn 
For the monomial .M, we 
the above u~::,in!lc.<v"'' 




















For any fixed set of such that Cij + Cji = 1, the Kashiwara 
operators defined in and with the 'Pi, f:,i ( i E and 
wt of (4.5) to (4.8), define a We refer to an 
element of the set kte as an e:!Jtended Na.l;;ajima monomial and denote the 
set /v1 6 subject to the stru.cture on the set c, as 
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RernaTk 4:.1. r~o'IV~ 'o/Ve Inay rno.ny different crystal structures to the set of 
extended monomials the choice of the set c. For type Lie 
all the different induced fro:ri1 the set of extended Nakajim.a mono, 
mials through choices of the set c, are isomorphic [7] or Proposition 
;:1.2 of 
Unless there is 
instead of 
we shall omit c and use the notation 
We now in ten:n.s of extended monomials. 
:For simplicity, from now on, we take the set C 
c2 1 =c 0. Ther1 for rn E Z, we have 
(4.13) J A1 
'tA-2 






= 0 and 
E Z;:::o and odd. 
in ease of a~ = 0 for all i, j, vve 11ave 
lvi = Yi 
the set of all monomials of these form and 
mial of 
This set was 
the rnono~ 
on the element . This choice of mono-
miaJ will allow us to relate monomials of the set defined below to tableaux in 
Vife now introduce new ovnr·>"Q•OU'"'"' for elements of First, we introduce 
the notation, 
Definition 4.2. For E 
(4.16) 
Here, we set =1. 
v E Z, and mE we use the notation 
for j = 1, 2, 
for j = 3~ 
for j = 1, 2, 
fori ;;= 3. 
47 
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This is very useful on rnonomiaJs written in 
terms of or 
lvi =X1 ( 
wher·e 
is an "'·''mw·;u. 
The Kashiwara on may be rewritten as given below for 
Ele1nents of the above forn1 constitutes elernent:s of A"! ( oo) of the form ( 4.19). 
!) Under each of the components 
given in. the 8.bove sequence~ 'Nrite 1 's and under ( --
write (2bij1 )-many 1 's. under each of the '-'U'U>I.''-'"'"'·'"" 
w-ite b-1-man·r O's CJnd ·•mJer l. ~ j ..... J - . ·----· u . ·- )-many O's. 
<II Prom this sequence of l's and 
obtain a sequence of l's follmved by from left to 
cHuO>c!uu0 1 and 0 sequence is called the 1 ~v·ignatur·e af M. 
'" Depending on the X corresponding to the leftmost 0 of the 
as follows: 
f = M.A1(l)- 1 
1 AfXo(-l)<o,-lJx3( = MA1(o)- 1 
l MX3(~1)(o,-l)Xo(-l)co,l) = MA1(0)- 1 
if X= 
if X =X3(-l)(O,b$ 1 J. 
We define 
(4.21) 
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if no 0 :remains . 
., Depending on the c.u•IH'-'uuc;u,, X corresponding to the rightmost 1 of the 
as follows: 
We define = 0 if no 1 remains. 
(2) Kashiwara actions ~~ and e2 : 
"' Under each of the 
write O's. 
e From sequence of l's and 
obtain a sequence of 1 's followed 
is called the 2~,esignat'tt're of 1\IL 
"' Depending on the component )( 
of we define as foHow·s : 
We define 
if no 0 remains. 
f 
-- ~ MX2(--l)(O,l)X3 = M l MX2( -2)(o,l)X:~(-2)(o,--l) =::: 
VV'e define = 0 if no 1 remains. 
Proposition 4J5. The set Jvl fcwms a 
if X= Xr 
if X= X3(-
if X:::: Xo 
' if .X;-.::: -l)(o,o;'l. 
and under each 
cancel out each to 
c:w''""u'"'"" 1 and 0 sequence 
1 of the 
Recall from Theorem 3..1 that the set a description of the crystal 
B(c.J). We define a canonical map 9: -+ by setting, for each tableau 
T E T( oo) with second row consists of b~-many 3-boxes and one 2~box, and 
49 
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with first row consists of 
8(2') = where 
for each j >-- 1, and (b~ +2)~many 
Jv.[ ( ~ 1) (O,b~) 
')(O,b~) v_r · ·l)'(O,b~) Y-( l'J(O,b~1 ·) 
-.c ·v_,ccz~- "Jcl- ~ 
(-2)(1,~-b5Jx3 (-2)(o,b~l E /vi 
It is obvious that this map H is well-defined and that it is 
The new of the action of I(ashiwara on }v1 ( oo) follows the 
for the map e naturally commutes with thl~ 
'I'heorern 4.6, 
T(oo) ~· )v1 
which 'IIWips 1'oo to 
DESCRIPTION 
Let us recall the abstract. ~c:: {bi(k)ik E introduced in [6] for each 
structure. i E I. U<o.'.'<.W.'.}', the 
= ~oo, fori :1- j, 
+ 
=0, fori i j. 
Frorn now on, ·vve v1.riJ.l denote the ele1nent by \file next cite the tensor 
rule on 
. We 8et 
Then we have 
if ft!;; :> fLv 1 an.d ak 2: av k 'V ~ 
@ ..• 0 = b1 [') ... 0 0 0 @ ... @ ll' 
·}:j l1}0 ?~ av 1 ~ v < k; and ak > a.~, joT k < v :; 'n. 
Kashiwara has shown [6] the existence of an injective strict 
which sends the element t100 to 'Uoo @ bi" @ · · • @ , for any sequence 
8 "" il, 
this to 
· · · , ·i~:, of numbers in the index set I of roots. In [1], Cliff uses 
for all finite classical types, with a specific choice 
of sequenceS. It is our to do this for type This was also dealt with in [6] 
Kashiwara and in [12] Nakashima and Zelevinsky. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FORG2 
Proposition 5.2. We 







for all ·i E I. 
We will 
rule 
the value j; on each element of the tensor 
,v1yv,nc>uH 5.1. First, w,:; the finite sequence set 
for 
In the i = 1 case, we have. 
az = U4 cc::: 
a6 = + 2k1,z-
and for i "'" 2 case, 
a 1 == 0, a2 = a4 = a6 = ~oo, 
-=!-




= 'Uoo ® 
® 
(--kl,2 -1) ® -kl,3) ® bl 
E n 00 ® 13(1) ® 8(2), 
® bz( -·k1 ,3) ®A (b1 




for each i: 
® bl 
®bl ) ) 
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for 4 < k ~ 7, 
""" 1loo Q9 b1 ( -k1,2) Q9 
@ 
Q9 b2 ( -J-:2,2) E 'Ltco 0 Q9 
·when aa 2 a" for l ~ k < 6 and a6 > ak for 6 < k ~ '7, 
:-:: Ucx, 0 
\Z~ 
= Ucc c:9 
@ 
- 1)@ bl 
@ 
when a7 ~ t:!k for 1 ~ f.: < 7. And for each case above, we obtain the 
result from conditions for the sequtmce a~;. In the i = 1 case, values, 
in the above satisfying 
' 
a2 ~ Gtf,; for 1 5,; k ..:-::: 2 and a2 > ak for 2 <: k :; ? 5 
<: + ~::: < ~ 
a4 ~~ ak for 1 ::,; k < 4 a4 > ak for 4 < A~ s; "t, 
~ k~l,2 ::; <.: .;( <: + 1, 
when a6 ;::: ak for 1 ::::; k < 6 and a6 >a~:, for 6 < k 5 7, 
and in the 'i = 2 case, 
~ 0 s < + 1 :::; $ ~~1,2 s; ' 
when a3 ;::: ak for 1 5 k < 3 and a3 > a~o for 3 < k 57, 
® 0 ::::; < < ::::; k1,2 + 1 ::::; kl,l' 
~"vhe:n a5 ~ O.k for 1 ~ It, < 5 and a5 :> Clk for 5 < l~: :::; 7, 
f!l 0::::; +1, 
when a7 2: ak for 1 ::; k < 7, 
Thus the action of Kashiwara ]; is dosed on I( oo). 
Proof for the statements concerning e; may be done in a similar manner. D 
The notation (31 and 
times in this section. 
appearing in this proposition will be used a few more 
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Theorem t'i.3. There exists a 
T(oo) .-.:-~ 
which maps 'T'oo to u()o ® 
Proof. With the it is easy to check the compatibility 
this map with Kashiwara of the are similar or easy. 
we shall write out the mapfi and no 
For each tableau with the second row consisting of ,,~--.u,cuJ,_y 3-boxes and just one 
and with the first row consisting of for each j >- 1, and 
1-boxes, we may nw.p it to the element t£00 1?9 (31 ® (32 where 
1 
;,J, , ') '""' 
- 3 , ·"'l,s ~-= ~lL + bij, 
-1-,l ' 
- '2' 
an element '<too ® (31 ® is sent to the tableau whose we 
describe belmv 
~ 1'he first .rov-r consists of 
(kr,2}-many 1 s, 
- k1 :;J~rnany 3s 5 Os, 
3s, - kr,2)-many 2s, and 
e 11te second row consists of 
3s and one 2. 
Since the above theorem has shown as crystals, of the 
injective crystal ···--~· .--······-·-
W: 
1?9 b2 ® b1 ® b2 0 bl) ® is which maps u00 to t<~co ® 
In the "·"·'en''"''~ a description of B ( oo) for is follow--
Corollary 5.4. 
w: 
Example 5.5. The 
choice for the index sequence of crystals S = 
word ·w0 = s1s2s1s2 s 1s2 of the 




of corresponds to the element 
of w(J?(oo)) under the map in Theorem 5.3. 
RernaTk 5.6. We can provide maps between the two 
M 
in both directions. The maps can 
rem 5.3. 
be drawn from Theorem 4A3 and Theo-
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